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advanced tiff editor is a complete solution for viewing, editing, creating and converting multi-page tiff files. this tiff editor can be useful for viewing or editing scanned documents (faxes, business papers etc.) - it is an absolutely necessary tool to work with documents in tiff format. apart from all basic image editing functions, this tiff editor supports

reading and writing iptc metadata (headlines, captions, keywords etc.) and common dicom metadata. combined with the ability to search files in the folder by metadata fields, you'll get a powerful and convenient tool to manage your tiff documents. it contains some unique features, say, the tiff comments can be hidden with password protection so that
you can make them visible only for a certain number of users. it supports iptc and dicom extensions for tiff. it allows you to convert pdf to tiff, tiff to pdf. raster editing of pdf files is available. additionally, it contains barcode stamp tool and obr (optical barcode recognition). the operation is simple and very easy to use. advanced tiff editor is intended for
windows 95/98/me/nt/2000/xp operating systems. advanced tiff editor is the program that can edit, view, view, compare, convert, rotate, delete, add, merge, split, split, print and extract pages of tiff file. advanced tiff editor is an effective tool to work with multipage tiff documents. advanced tiff editor supports all the most recent tiff standard, and it is

fully compatible with any other tiff software. it can open tiff files in any format, but it is not limited to the
following:.tiff,.tif,.tif8,.tiff8,.prj,.tga,.wdc,.wip,.dat,.dms,.img,.cip,.dat3,.dat4,.daw,.dou,.dov,.ded,.ded2,.ded3,.dmp,.exr,.igm,.ipf,.pcc,.pct,.pcd,.ddp,.eps,.dds,.psd,.epsf,.ddb,.lzw,.unzip,.gzip,.pak,.7z,.dmg,.atl,.bz2,.cel,.cr2,.cur,.dic,.dwi,.gif,.gem,.jpg,.kdc,.mtf,.pic,.ptx,.pfa,.pam,.pbm,.pcx,.
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Advanced TIFF Editor is a multipage FAX, TIF, PDF, EPS, PS, AI, DCX, GIF, DIB, RLE, TGA (TARGA, VDA, ICB, VST, PIX), Portable Bitmap PBM, PDF, PS. Images viewed on the screen can be sent directly to any printer supported by your operating system. Size, area and position can be adjusted using a comfortable printer dialog.Advanced TIFF Editor can
convert FAX and TIFF files to standard TIFF/FAX format, JPEG format (RGB, GrayScale, YCbCr, CMYK, YCbCrK), PNG, BMP, PCX, GIF, DIB, RLE, TGA (TARGA, VDA, ICB, VST, PIX), Portable Bitmap PBM, PDF, PS. Advanced TIFF Editor can edit loaded images - extract, move, insert, delete, rotate, flip, invert pages, insert test, erase, correct. You can send the fax
by printing to the FAX printer (Windows NT Fax Driver).Advanced TIFF Editor can convert FAX and TIFF files to TIFF, GIF, JPEG, PNG, BMP, PCX, DCX, RLE, TGA, PPM, PDF, PGM, PCS, BPC, PBM, OCR, PS. Advanced TIFF Editor supports IPTC and DICOM extensions for TIFF. It allows you to search files in the folder by metadata fields, which makes it possible for
the user to convert, sort, search and edit the documents more conveniently and accurately. Multi-Page TIFF Editor (MPTE) is a complete solution for viewing, editing, creating and converting multi-page TIFF files. This TIFF editor can be useful for viewing or editing scanned documents (faxes, business papers etc.) - it is an absolutely necessary tool to work
with documents in TIFF format. Apart from all basic image editing functions, this TIFF editor supports reading and writing IPTC metadata (headlines, captions, keywords etc.) and common DICOM metadata. Combined with the ability to search files in the folder by metadata fields, you'll get a powerful and convenient tool to manage your TIFF documents. It
contains some unique features, say, the TIFF comments can be hidden with Password protection so that you can make them visible only for a certain number of users. It support IPTC and DICOM extensions for TIFF. It allows you to convert PDF to TIFF, TIFF to PDF. Raster editing of PDF files is available. Additionally, it contains barcode stamp tool and OBR

(optical barcode recognition). 5ec8ef588b
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